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Mad as Hell party a vote for sanity, in a banana republic where
pollies nearly embraced a Dutton inspired death cult.
The time is now for a disruptive force in Victorian politics, independent of special
interest groups and lobbyists
An ex British PM once famously declared “24 hours is a long time in politics “; in Australia, it’s a
lifetime! Assassination of PMs has become a favourite pastime for pollies, with 4 being rolled in
recent years, effectively giving 2 fingers to the people who elected them, plotting their own agenda of
self- interest, survival, ambition and entitlement. This was surely the most venal and bizarre, as it had
the makings of a turkey voting for Christmas, with the defeat of Dutton by Morrison ensuring the
LibNats receive an electoral hammering v staring Armageddon in the face.
The knucklehead behaviour, crass stupidity and moral turpitude only served to exemplify why 91% of
the electorate have little or no trust in pollies, below all other professions and limbo dancers, and
authoritatively confirmed that all pollies care about is getting re-elected, not serving the public.
Hot off the press, Morrison has jettisoned the NEG scheme, which he believed in 3 weeks ago, and
embraced a Royal Commission for Aged Care, which comes out of nowhere and he never believed in
The Mad as Hell party, a radical, protest, reform movement, subscribes to independent, principled,
honest, inclusive and fair values of Victorians, away from he cronyism, factionalism and privilege of
mainstream parties
The mainstream parties are in terminal decline, a slow and ongoing death spiral;
The Labour party nods to a social conscience, equality of education and opportunity, a welfare net for
the disadvantaged, state provision of services, a taxation system that redistributes contributions and
wealth and a claim on GDP expenditure consistent with those precepts – reality intervenes, with the
Rudd/Gillard/Rudd governments heir time stabbing each other in the back ; no attempt to reform an
egregious, unfair taxation system; squandering $Bns on batts and school building schemes ; forever
at the behest of unions, not the people; riddled by “left wing” and “right wing ”factionalism - in Victoria
a legacy of rorts, $Bn+ on a road to nowhere and $10Bn on railway crossings in the sky.
The LibNats are captive to the top end of town, with a favours- owed, nonsensical lower company tax
break: crazy $500m donations to reef charities; a stony heart for farmers and rural communities; a
schizophrenic energy policy that enters the theatre of the absurd promoting the build of new coal fired
power stations; bilked of $Bns via its schemes for private tertiary education and other private
initiatives; fractured via competing factions, and with an unimpressive front bench of lawyers who
don’t know the real world, while, in Victoria, Matthew Guy dines with crims, with the party comatose
The Greens don’t appreciate the reality that sustainable economic growth front-runs environmental
sustainability; 30% of electors surviving month to month can’t afford a green lifestyle;
innovation and enterprise to be harnessed, not denied- they don’t have the answers
,

An independent party doesn’t have to be to the right or left on everything, deemed populist or
extreme- there are a hell of a lot of Victorians with a fear of crime in their community, although crime
statistics are officially falling, concerned that their children, in a digital age, will live a poorer life;
worried about their childrens’ education in schools where more than 50 languages are spoken and
suffering hard times, with homelessness rising most for single women over 55- their voice needs to be
heard, not reviled.
The Mad as Hell party, as a disruptive start up, is set up make a difference- a smart, efficient
government, neither big nor small but right-sized; a model of a future Victorian society and a route
map to arrive v a focus on the next re-election; highlighting the too hard to solve challenges, like aged
care, pushed off to the private sector; calling out the waste and rorts of taxpayers’ money via public
updates; advocating the interests of Victorians with no voice, single women over 55; promoting
community and self- help initiatives to unleash the abundant social capital of Victorians and
campaigning for a fairer financial contribution from all.
We’ll be different, we’ll stick to our promises- Bringing Communities back to life; Families safe, secure
at ease and celebrated: Gimme shelter for the homeless; Restoring regions to the centre of
Government; Spending our hard earned money as our own; A force for change, including those left
behind; Restoring trust and credibility to run the state; Investing in a smarter future for our children,
being lucky won’t last, and Ageing with Dignity, growing old is a blessing, not a death sentence.
The money’s there – there’d be a lot more of it if $1.1Bn hadn’t been squandered on a road to
nowhere, up to $10Bn splashed on 50 bridges in the sky and $100ms outlays that are better spent
elsewhere. It’ll be well spent, as it should be out of our pockets, on Victorians whose commitment and
self- help merits our support, not to promote dependency or entitlement, while countering the
exploiters and rorters who follow and steal taxpayers’ money.
The party is to broadcast it’s campaigns throughout the lead up to the election – the first cab off the
rank is Aged Care, of interest to all Victorians, for many elderly residents it’s an early death sentence,
to those on the way to senior status it’s a moment of dread and to the younger generation, it’s off their
radar, but they’re going to have to pay for it !
www.madashellparty.com/uncategorized/aging-with-dignity/
Politics and political movements have to be resurrected, from current shameful reputations and
practices ; The Mad as Hell party starts with the upcoming Victorian state elections, seeking likeminded Victorians as members, to campaign for politics to return to service for the public good.
The time is now for a disruptive force in Victorian politics, independent of special interest groups and
lobbyists, earning and restoring trust, Government by, for and with ALL of US.
November is a month for Spring Cleaning, the 24th is a date with destiny, Cleaning Spring Street.
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